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PAVEMENT SURFER :
SKATEBOARDING CULTURAL CENTRE
Executive summary
There are a lot of things that exciting, that Indonesia consider them activities
(this is weird), this is the first thing that pop‐out “why don’t we create something
that should be interesting, and exciting, but Indonesian governments not support
completely, or they’re not giving the proper place for some certain activities”.
Came up skateboard as the idea, the skateboard itself “BOOM” in 70s and
80s, the shape of the skateboard itself it’s already change time to time.
Kids and teenagers usually play this skateboard. And finally its developed and became a
sport that have competition, and slowly but sure, it creates a culture,relates to lifestyle,
point of view, art, thinking pattern, etc.
Therefore, I want to make a business plan “skateboarding cultural centre”. I
want to introduce skateboarding culture to people (esp. youth), also to introduce
that skateboarding itself really have a positive image, fun, interesting, challenging, to
clear the image that skateboarding is identical with vandalism, anarchy, etc. also
giving them facilities, that support all those kind of things. Last but not least
“skateboarding need guts, and persistent mental, indirectly it will give teenagers
lessons, beside they can do their hobby, it will gives them lesson to be “hardiness
person” in in order to face the world. It will work, in “different way”
because they’re not realize it.
Next, for the vision I think, it would be super cool, under the company name,
this company would be the ambassador of skateboarding that represent Indonesia
with pride. To develop Indonesian culture (wayang culture, batik, etc) into artwork
that will be use in skateboard deck/helmet. To give opportunity and create local
skateboard athletes that will compete in international competition.
This would be fun.
For the conclusion, with al the things that have been mentioned, the first
facility that needed is the skate park itself such as loop, slide, and so on. It would be cool
I think, if the skate park changing once in every 6 months, it will create new USP (unique
selling point). Next skateboard clinic by Pro skaters, skateboard school (for those who
interested), there will be memorabilia for skateboarding (artwork,history,etc) skateboarding artwork competition, that could be in canvas, or printed in the skate deck itself. And
for the winner we have a plan to propose the artwork to a skateboarding brand that
well‐known, in worldwide range. And will be printed and would be sell in worldwide
range. Next would be “customizing your own skateboard deck (Indonesian culture is our
specialty) that will be help by local artist, either street artist, bomber or painter, etc. and
last but not least, reliable medical support, cause if you play skateboard, there will be
little wounds/bruises. Express yourself!

Organization summary

Pavement surfer is a brand that provides the skateboarding culture, which is Skate
Park, besides this skatepark provide several services, these are customized skate
deck (mainly introduce batik, wayang, etc and everything about Indonesian culture,
the customized skatedeck artwork painted with Indonesian culture), learn how to
skate (train & assist by professional local skater) skateboard memorabilia, and
booths that selling support the skateboarding activities. Pavement surfer is a joint
venture between Off The Hook Company, and Jaya Ancol. Jaya Ancol is the biggest
company that provide promising entertainments & a quick escape from the Jakarta
routines (they have dufan, seaworld, hailai, hotels & resorts,etc) located in north
Jakarta and accessible with highway and busway. They own 40% of the shares. Jaya
ancol provides land to be used by Off The Wall Company near Segarra Beach

Company Vision

Represent Indonesia as ambassador in international skateboarding culture.

Company Mission

To develop skateboarding culture in Indonesia.

BRAND DNA

Management Team
Off The Hook Company

Company Values
Company core values
Pavement surfer is a place with any kind of skateboarding activities will be held here,
from skateboard itself to music, we touch people heart, we create community, we
change their labeling onto skateboarding culture, and skateboarding is fun exiting
daring sports that have really great culture, far beyond than just skating. Emerge
skateboard athletes. Give the philosophy and positive perspectives of skateboard
culture that approach people with Indonesian culture.

All about skateboard
The image of Pavement surfer is heaven for all skaters with
Indonesian culture touch.

Skateboarding culture spirit
The spirit of skateboarding culture is the expression being yourself without any judge
from society; you do what you like in positive way, not afraid to showing your
identity, express yourself.

Young spirited lifestyle
Nowadays, people “judge the book by its cover”, this is not a healthy doctrine, not all
of the people feel comfortable with some clothing’s, profession, and so on, but they
have to follow it in order to diffuse with society. Therefore we invite people, we will
tell them “stick to your hobbies and interests is totally fine. No matter how old you
are, the clothes you’re wearing, if you feel comfort, why bother?” like rock music say
“if the music to loud, you’re too old.” Pavement Surfer believe, maturity is not based
on how do you look, how do you dress, but based on how do you think and how do
you addressing your life with positive values.

Healthy lifestyle encouragement in generations
In order to get the healthy lifestyle, we invite people to skate, we will encourage
them to get healthy with skateboarding culture approach. With healthy body wilth
sports, people will achieve healthy mind.

Services to offer
Skatepark
The first thing when you think about skateboarding, you will think, where to skate?
So skatepark is the basic thing in skateboarding, the skatepark itself for the first
three years will be set up these areas; vert ramps, fun box, quarter pipe, half‐pipes,
bowl. these are the pictures

we hope after three years we could expand the objects, so the skaters wont get
bored, such as pyramids, bank ramps, full pipes, pool, snake runs stairset. In addition
maybe vert ramps, and/or bowl could be the place where the music concert held
and place that artists play in music concert.
Constructor and designer are really needed to make these objects. Building
Constructor (architect included) will take part in materials that needed, such as
woods, steel, plastic, rubber, etc, on the other hand designer will take part in design
in the areas, such as coloring, using facility and things that look nice and useful at the
same time.

Customize helmet
Helmet is needed when skaters play, main utility of this item is to protect our heads
to avoid injury, it will protect our most primary organ in this body, our brain. The
helmet will keep our brain safe. Therefore, it would be unique if we can customize
the helmet itself. We provide various designs, but still our main design is design that
relates to Indonesian culture, for example painted the helmet with barong face. It
will bring international tourist to our place (tourists always love culture). And also
will bring buyer from other sports, maybe BMX, Hockey, and any other sports that
using helmet in their sport activities. And for ordering it will take some time of
course, just like tattoo service, the customer come, discussing the design, and
execution, most‐likely all of this steps could be done in one meeting. The artist
always around when they’re needed.

Customize skate deck

Another main thing in skateboarding, the skate deck itself, skate deck main utility is
(of course) to skate. Other usage is making the skatedeck as collectible items. Most
decks are constructed with a six to seven‐ply cross‐laminated layup of maple. There
are also other materials use in deck construction, such as resin, bamboo, fiberglass,
Kevlar, carbon fiber, plastic, and aluminum, lighten the board or increase its strength
or inflexibility. Some decks made from maple ply are dyed to create various different
coloured ply. Modern decks have various in size‐ing, but most are 7 to 10.5 inches
wide. Wider decks can be used for greater stability when transition or ramp skating.
Skateboard decks are usually between 28 and 33 inches long. Therefore same as
helmet, its unique to customize the helmet, still we main design is everything that
relates to Indonesian culture for example, painted the skatedeck in Hanoman or
Gatot Kaca artwork. It will be another selling point, it will grab attentions from (aside
for the skaters themself); art appreciator, culture lover, art collector, etc. There are a
lot of possible buyers in this service. Same as helmet, the artist will be around to
consult the design.

Learn how to skate

We also provides skate “class”, to teach kids/youth to learn how‐to‐skate, will be
teach by local pro‐skater. With schedule that will be arrange by the teacher and
students. Will also include medical first help to make sure the students safe, the
class itself will teach how to skate, turn, jump (ollie), and some basic tricks.

Booth‐leasing

We have booths to sell anything that support skateboarding activities, such as food,
drink, skateshop, and etc. therefore foods, like fast food suited this place, there will
be 5 booths, estimate 3 booths will fill with beverages, 1 booth skateshop, and 1
booth for anything that support skateboarding activities.

Music concert
Another main attraction from Pavement Surfer is music concert, since skateboarding
become a culture, it cannot be separated with music, in this case punk rock, metal,
hardcore music are most suited in this culture, with some of their same lifestyle, so
will be held two type of music concert, the first one will be held 2x/month, invite
local artist to perform, indirectly will support indie scene. Bands like dewa, padi,
radja, st12 will not perform in this event. We will be selective in bands so it will not
ruin the culture itself. Next, music concert that will be held once in every 4 months,
will invite international artist such as blink 182, Greenday, any other punk, metal,
hardcore, bands and the event will be much bigger than the other one.

Compilation CD/DVD LIVE

Since the concerts will be held, Pavement surfer will release cd/dvd live compilation
by the artists/musician that perform, it will be release once a year. Cd’s include
record version, live version, and dvd in it. This will be indirect advertisement to
Pavement surfer itself.

Home made DVD for skaters

Finally, the last Pavement surfer service, skater skating footage in DVD format (plus
editing.) for talented athletes, we will help them to continue to international range,
and will send them to international competition such as x‐game and but in return
they will skate under pavement surfer and of course under Indonesia flag.

Competition analysis
(SWOT, opponent SWOT)
SWOT :
Strength : the first one to provide anything about skateboard culture, people might
get bored with boring routines. A proper place to held any skateboarding activities.
Weakness : parents thought that think skateboards relates to juvenile delinquency,
a new thing in Jakarta, we should really have a wicked promotion.
Opprtunity : pioneer of skateboarding cultural centre in south east asia, we want to
create an image that we’re heaven for skateboarders/everyone that interested to
this culture
Threat : people that steal our ideas, and if they have lots and lots of money (they
could expand more rapidly than pavement surfer)

Opponent SWOT :
Competitor at taman mini : Green skatepark
Strength : people already know the existence, and the healthy fresh environtment
(thy claim themselves (the most eco‐friendly skatepark site in Indonesia)
Weakness : they only provide skatepark, no entertainment, no skateboard clinic, no
personalize skate stuffs.
Opportunity : For them if they have enough budget, they can grow their business as
their customer knows where their existence by the help of their location.
Threat : boring place. Monotone activities

Unofficial competitior : Taman menteng
Strength : they provide futsal court, basketball court,
city park, foods, meeting point
for people, center of the city, basically people can do a
lot of activities in Taman
Menteng, including skateboarding actvities.
Weakness : There is no proper place for people to
skate. They play on the sidewalk
around Taman menteng.
Opportunity : Based on my observation, they have
some kind of unofficial
skateboard community, if they have a land to build
skatepark. This is big thing for
them. And threat for my business.
Threat : illegal activities, government will make restriction rules about skating in
Taman Menteng. Cause actually Taman Menteng is a
park, where people relax, have
some picnic and stuff.

STP
SEGMENTING
Market Analysis /TAPP (Target Audience Personality Profile) :
Geographic :
Region: Jakarta, Indonesia.
Size of metropolitan area:
so far Jakarta has 6 – 8 million people in overall population.
Population density:
the urban people who interested in skateboarding culture lives in the city.
Climate: tropic with only two weathers : rainy and sunny. But it wont affect
my business during rainy season, the construction will be indoor arena

Demographic :
Age : 14‐25
gender : male and female
Income :>/=Rp.3,000,000 / month
Occupation : student, professional
Education : higher than high school
Psychographic :
Activities :
Study and work during weekdays but some of them also have spare time in
the afternoon and evening and hangout during weekend, and to them who
has young spirited
Interests :
1. adrenaline sports, art, cultures
2. love personalize stuffs (deck skateboard)
3.they who want express themselves
Opinions
Activities that offer you to be creative, healthy, and make you brave at once.
Also make you young spirited, dare to be different, and have guts for positive
things is good for train your mind, (healthy body, healthy mind)
Attitudes
Young spirited, cheerful, exciting, daring, fun.
Behavioralistic:
Benefits sought:
We hope that people are see this more, not just playing skateboard, but
things beyond that. It gives you lots of positive materials to your mind. For
example young spirited, optimistic.
Usage rate:
At first 3x a week but the rate may fell to 1x a week.
Brand loyalty:
I want people to think of our place when they think of anything about
skatboard, from skateboarding itself – artwork that relates to skateboarding.
User status:
Occasions:
Weekend and holidays are the best time.
Targeting
Teen (male & female) age 14‐25 that live in Jakarta that interest in
skateboarding culture
Positioning
Service Company that runs with Indonesian theme, invite teenagers to know
about skateboarding culture.

Possible place to do this business is at Taman Impian Jaya Ancol
near segarra beach.

as you can see from the pictures above, the location is fit to run the business, it
has Wbig space of land, parking lots, and supporting environment.

Marketing strategy

Since not all the target market not knowing skateboarding culture in comprehensive
way, we have to promote pavement surfer, as a place that runs in skateboarding
culture, marketing also needed in order to approach people to know our existence in
the market. So people will know there is such place in Indonesia. Below the
marketing strategy :
advertising
this is the most confident way to approach people directly. we will use
advertising 3 months before opening, we spread the words to know that we are
exist, we are going to be open soon. based on research, people in this particular age,
convenient with visual approach, so the advertisement itself will be broadcast
through television, magazine, flyer and other printing media. Flyer and printing
media will be located in places that teen usually come such as Kemang, Tebet, Citos,
malls, international schools, skateshops, etc. We will also try to advertise Pavement
surfer through radio that teen usually listen.
Internet
is the next main strategy, nowadays, youth is so familiar with whole cyber
activities, such as facebook, twitter, blogspot, and mail list. We will promote it
through facebook, pavement surfer website, twitter, and last but not least, the core
of the skater, skateboarding community, based on the research, there are quiet of
numbers that people active in skateboarding community. This is a very good way of
marketing strategy to tell people the existence of Pavement Surfer.
Networking
by networking we can tell who we are, what we’re doing, and what is
the main purpose of the pavement surfer as skateboarding cultural centre. We are
going to approach skateboard community, any activities that relates to
skateboarding, by doing this it will create mouth to mouth advertising. And to make
partnership with skateshop, streetwear shop. Therefore, the branding itself will
spread by itself, when they’re think about skating they will think of Pavemnet Surfer.
MARKETING OBJECTIVES
‐
*to introduce skateboarding culture in Indonesia
‐
*to make our business known in Jakarta
‐
*to achieve brand loyalty
‐
*to generate customer (mouth to mouth) by satisfy the customer
with goodservices
FINANCIAL OBJECTIVES
‐
*to achieve BEP in the right time (two‐three years)
‐
*to control our operational in running the business
‐
*make sure our facilities use properly, and maintain it to avoid breakdown
equipments
‐
*To expand our services in order to get more profit.

MARKETING MIX (4Ps) PRODUCT-PLACE-PRICE-PROMOTION
Price : price will be reasonable to keep the quality, competitive at the same time.
Pavement Surfer have various types of pricing; customizing, skate park, DVD footage,
music concert holder, skate-learning, booth leasing (for skateshop, and beverages
company). All price its calculated affordable and most-likely satisfying for target
market.
Place: located in place that have big space, and reachable for its target market, with
fresh environment and have public-transportations.
Promotion : will reach target market via internet, printing media, do promotion in
skate shop, street wear shop, and other places with target market usually go. And
will approach skateboard community around Jakarta.
Product : Pavement surfer is providing services and products, we always try to keep
up our performance, making good brand, by giving them satisfying services. In
addition our main selling point is apply Indonesian culture in some services.

Operational plan
Manpower Plan
Human resources
The first year of operation pavement surfer will employ 15 staffs to be place in
marketing division, operational division, and finance division. While CEO, CMO, COO,
and CFO always maintain the performance of their staffs.
Marketing division consist of three area; cyber, broadcast, and print
Cyber will do promotion in cyber/IT range, for instance like Facebook, twitter,
website, blogspot. next, broadcast,will do promotion through radio and television
advertisement, the last would be print, magazine, flyer, newspaper. So in this case
need to employ cyber (1 person), broadcast (3 person), and print (2 persons)
Operational, since we are big business In big area, we need daily operation, to do
the operational, daily operation need 5 persons, and control unit 2 persons. They will
always inside the arena. To assist visitors if they need help, and control the arena
make sure everything is run proper and safe. The artist/designer and teachers will be
put in this division.
Next would be in financial division, in audit to control all the financial activities in
Pavement surfer such as Income, expanses, and cash flow.
Hopefully after 1st year of operational, I am planning to hire more staffs, and
hopefully after BEP, I am planning to raise the old staffs salary. The more people in
this business run the more activities could be arrange that will give us more profit.
and expand the business to achieve our mission & vision.

Pavement Surfer
operation plan
operating hours
Pavement surfer will be open Monday to Sunday, we differentiate weekdays and
weekend, Pavement Surfer will be close during Ied Mubarak, Christmas, and
Independence Day.
Pavement Surfer operational hours Weekdays (Monday-Thursday 11.00 AM-09.00
PM, while on Weekends (Friday-Thursday 10.00 AM-10.00 PM)
operational steps
1.Pay entrance ticket to ancol
2.Pay entrance ticket to Pavement surfer will be assist by cashier, and one staff from
operational unit.
3.customer will be stamp, and they free to choose all the services
There is no time-limitation in using the skatepark-Consulting customize the skatedeck and helmet,
each costumer will be given 15-20 minutes to share their ideas
with artist/designer for the artwork. Assist by designer/artist
-Learn how to skate itself is arrange by students and teachers. Lesson will be given
approx. 1 1/2 hours each meeting. Break 15 minutes. Assist by local skaters
-While music concert duration itself depends on the artist line up. Maximum 6 hours
of concert and minimum 5 hours concert. Assist by all the
Off the hook management team
-Next, making The DVD Footage estimated will take 1-2 hours each athlete. Duration
max. 2 hours. Assist by 1-2 staffs from operational unit
-Skateboard competition duration depends on the participant, will be held 3-5 days
04.00 PM – 09.00 PM. assist by all Off the hook management team

PRICELIST
ticket price
weekdays Rp25,000
weekend Rp35,000
learn how to skate
monhtly Rp375,000
booth
Rp6,000,000
skate deck
Rp850,000
helmet
Rp350,000
music concert 2x/month entrance fee
Rp50,000
music concert 1x/4month
Rp150,000
skateboard competition 2x/year
pro Rp250,000
amateur Rp150,000
home made dvd (footage) from endorsed athlete
Rp100,000
CD DVD compilation/year
Rp120,000

INITIAL INVESTMENT
Building 			
Rp1,700,000,000.00
Interior 			
Rp243,250,000.00
Supplies 			
Rp10,000,000.00
Furniture			
Rp50,000,000.00
Sanitary 			
Rp30,000,000.00
Signage			
Rp3,750,000.00
Legal 			
Rp50,000,000.00
Fitting 			
Rp13,000,000.00
TOTAL			
Rp2,100,000,000.00
OP. EXPENSE Monthly
Electricity/month
Rp10,000,000
Water/month 		
Rp2,000,000
Salary
CEO 			
Rp8,000,000
CMO 			
Rp6,000,000
COO 			
Rp6,000,000
CFO 			
Rp6,000,000
Staff (15 Persons)
Rp1,500,000
Stamp 			
Rp50,000
Skate deck 		
Rp12,500,000
Helmet 			
Rp8,750,000
Hygene 			
Rp500,000
P3K 				
Rp300,000
Maintanance 		
Rp10,000,000
Unexpected Cost
Rp2,000,000

OP. EXPENSE Annually
Electricity/month
Rp120,000,000
Water/month 		
Rp24,000,000
Salary
CEO 				
Rp104,000,000
CMO 			
Rp78,000,000
COO 			
Rp78,000,000
CFO 				
Rp78,000,000
Staff (15 Persons)
Rp292,500,000
Stamp 			
Rp600,000
Skate deck 		
Rp150,000,000
Helmet 			
Rp105,000,000
Hygene 			
Rp6,000,000
P3K 				
Rp3,600,000
Maintanance 		
Rp120,000,000
Unexpected cost
Rp24,000,000
Marketing fee for
music concert 		
Rp240,000,000
Marketing Fee
(1styear) 			
Rp300,000,000

From forecast above, BEP will be reach in about 2 years 7 months.
The income forecast is done with tax rate 40%.

IDENTITY

CONCLUSION

Pavement surfer runs business with young spirited, healthy lifestyle attitude. Adopt
skateboarding culture scene, not just skate deck, Skate Park, but far deep beyond
with Indonesian culture touch. Anything relates skateboard, from music to positive
thinking pattern. Pavement Surfer Introduce the skateboarding culture to Indonesia,
try to develop the culture with positive values such as to not afraid to show your
identity, and express yourself. Go skate!

REFERENCES &
TESTIMONY.
are most optimistic words by him, “I
believe skateboarding culture in Indonesia will be so damn good, if we have
proper place, we have community and
stuffs, but there is the main problem,
we don’t the proper place, we usually
skate in tamteng (taman menteng). But
sometimes its very dangerous.” He
said, “skating is not easy, that makes
you tough, you should try a
couple times before you make it.” That’s
the priceless lesson. (Reno pratama
facebook; interview by local magazine)
By his statements about skateboarding
in Jakarta, we can say Pavement surfer
is a promising business. And also give
us lessons by applying two beautiful
cultures, skateboard and Indonesia culture.

His name is Reno Julian Pratama, he’s 24 years
old now, he’s keen into skateboarding culture
since 1998. Famous brand around the world
has endorsed him for his achievements; these
brands are Macbeth, Rusty,
Divine, and 69slam. he join the international
competition many times, and won those competition. He said he loves the attitude and life
lesson that given by skateboarding. “Skateboard gives me lesson to never give up, and
tell me to keep pursuing my dreams”, he complains about Indonesia government for false
promises that government said they would
build skatepark, he wishes someday a company will build Indoor skatepark. And these

Vans skatepark Orlando
(www.vans.com)

Located in Orlando, with
proper facilities to go to
skate, hopefully Pavement
surfer will build something
like this (skatepark),
even better one.

SkateLab, Atlantic Beach Florida

(http://weburbanist.com/2009/02/26/skateparks‐around‐the‐

skatelab located in florida, they have outdoor and indoor skate‐arena.we
will use the material that used in ramps, and other skate objects.

